
BAC DANCE COMPANY  ~  DANCE CONTRACT  
Please read and return the signed document

ATTENDANCE:    Company students are expected to make Dance class a priority. Dance is a TEAM activity  - When ONE 
student is absent, it effects the whole class and slows down the progress of the entire company.  Company students may not 
miss more than 3 unexcused classes over the season. These same policies apply to Technique classes as they do to 
your regular company class. 

1. Absences will be excused for the following:
1. Contagious Sickness  (with Doctors note) 
2. Family emergency / Death in the family (notice from parent required) 

2. Absences will NOT be excused for:
After school activities (drama, sports, etc..) School Work  House chores Social events 
Lack of ride Injury or noncontagious illness (even if you can’t dance - come and watch) Anything else 

If you MUST be absent -  It is the Students responsibility to: 
★ Email or Call the studio BEFORE any/all absences or delays. Giving us advanced notice of an absence is the 

responsible thing to do - but it does not excuse your absence (unless it is listed under #1 above) 
★ Arrange & pay ($25) for Private lesson to learn missed choreography if applicable 
★ Communicate any upcoming conflicts with class or performance dates ASAP

3. Company members are expected to Participate in community events for BAC: including: parades, festivals, or other 
community performances and attend any special classes or events arranged by the studio for company students. 
. 
CLASS CONDUCTAs a member of the Dance Company you represent yourself, your family, and the entire Broadway Arts Center 
community.  You are a role model to younger dancers & expected to conduct yourself in a mature and responsible manner  

1. The Dancer Agrees to take their class time seriously. They will not engage in distracting or disruptive behavior. Student agrees 
NOT  TO TALK / SOCIALIZE in class. Student understands this behavior is DISRESPECTFUL to their teachers and 
classmates, and it inhibits their progress as dancers. 

2. The dancer agrees to abide by the dress code: Company Leotard, Tights, Dance Shorts, Hair up. Street clothes or distracting 
accessories are not allowed in class ( including T-SHIRTS) Dancer agrees to have proper hygiene and cleanliness at all times

3. The dancer agrees to keep their belongings organized and clean and to leave all areas in the same condition or better than 
they found it at classes, rehearsals, and performances.

4. Dancer agrees to maintain a positive attitude. They will treat themselves,  their classmates,  instructors and the studio with 
kindness and respect, in person and on social media. Company dancers will be positive  and encouraging to all students and 
model proper behavior in and outside of class and on social media.

5. If a company member is in a romantic relationship they agree to not engage in public displays of affection at BAC or at BAC 
events in the community. Boyfriends/girlfriends are not permitted backstage at performances, and are not allowed to hang out 
at the studio before/after/during class. 

VIOLATIONS OF ATTENDANCE or CONDUCT POLICY will receive the following consequences: 
1st Offense: Verbal Warning
2nd Offense: Written Warning sent to Parent
3rd Offense: Conference with parent & student placed on Probation

Students who miss more than 3 unexcused classes or receive 3 conduct violations will be placed “on Probation” and the 
studio will take any or all of the following actions as they see fit: 

• Reduce or deny participation in dance routines in recital or other performances
• Limit dramatic parts to non-speaking roles only in recital
• Move student into a lower level company or a recreational class
• Deny company membership next season

I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO THE ATTENDANCE & CLASS CONDUCT  POLICY

STUDENT SIGNATURE_______________________________________________________

PARENT SIGNATURE________________________________________________________ 


